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Given graphs A I,, . .,A, (more generally, objects of a category M) denote by (A,. . ., A,.) -Y 
Graph (more generai!y, (A ,, . ., A.) TM) the class of all the graphs which contain no A, as a full 
subgraph (subobject in sume sense). The question when (A,, . . ,, A.,) 7.U is closed under 
products is studied. 
A -.li‘ is pxaductivc 16 A is SubdirectTly irreducible. A characterization of subdirectly 
irreducibles enabling us to Iist them expiicite!y in some concrete cases is given. (A ,, . ,, A.) I( .(I 
is, productive iff, in b suitable order, each A, is subdirectly irreducible in (A,. ,, . . ., A,) -T 51. The 
couples (A ,, AZ) for which (A,, A,)-rGraph is producrivc are listed. 
Some important ctasses of graphs (sets with binary relations) are characterized by 
the non-existence of certain fuI1 subgraphs. Thus, e.g. a relation is reflexive if! it 
does nat contain any one-point graph without loop, it is symmetric iff it does not 
contain any of the graphs of Fig. 1. Similarly one can characterize transitive 
Fig. 1. 
relaliun. Recall also Kuratowski’s ‘beautiful characterization of planar graphs 
{where, however, the kind of embeddings considered differ from the one we are 
going to investigatsj, 
Suppose we are @en some graphs A ,. . . .,A, (more generally, objects of a 
category) and let us consider the class of graphs (objects of the given category) 
which da: not contain any A, a% a fufl subgraph (subobject in some sense). This class 
ir obviously closed under iuli subgraphs (subobjects). In this paper we investigate 
when \his clitss is closed also under products. WC observe (Lemma 2.3, Corollary 
2.5j that for the case n = 1, i.e. subgraphs isomorphic ta A, prohibited, the 
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productivity is equivalent with subdirect irreducibility of A1 (in a s#ighty ditterenr 
sense from that of (6): the definition of subdirect irreducibility in categories with 
mono- and epimorphisms of different quality depends on the classes of particular 
monom;,rphisms and epimorphisms it is related to; while 111[6] these are subobjects 
and strong homomorphisms, here we con:rider subob;ec!s and hQmomo~phEstn~ 
to). The main results are Theorem 3.3 which gives a handy characterization of 
&directly irreducibles, and Theorem 5.3 stating that a class determined by 
A $. . ., A,. is productive iff, in a suitabie order? every Ai is subdirectly irreducible in 
the claw determined by I$+~,. ., A, As a concrete application we discuss the 
subkectly irreducibles in several categories of colmbinatorial nature (S’ection 4) 
r-z& pxvzt a cW@eZe )is? OS aI2 cora@ A,, A 2 ~Mwrirriffg prii~e~ivt7 L+ZWF~S at 
The category of all sets and mappings is denoted by Set. The 
graphs (sets wi?h tinary reMor@ and zhd=ir homurni3r@?isms 
(relation preserving mappings) is denoted by Graph. A concrete category (St. U) is 
a category Sl together with a faithful functor U : ,fi -B Set, the forgetful functor. The 
c~t~g~ Graph is considered as 3 concrete category endowed with the natural 
ctfut functor. From cate:gory theory, the reader is just supposed to be 
quainted with the most basi,c notions such as mo;io- and epimorphisms, product 
and pullback (and to know how these loo% like in, say, the category of graphs), and 
with the notion 0f reflection. 
I. Rq@ar cawete categaries 
1.1, A rubobject ia a concrete category (St, U) is a monomorphism 
Cs_:A+B 
such that for every f : UC --* UA for which there is a 3, : C -+ B with UJl = TIP of, 
there exists a 9 : C -+ B with Otp = f. 
: 
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is Q pullback and p is a subobject, then p ’ is a subobject. 
Proof. (1~(33) obvious. 
(4) UE is invertible. Put f = (&)‘I. We have Up of = Up’. The cp with U+ = f 
is inverse to E. 
(5) Let pi : X Ai -+ Ai. pi : X B, + B, be the projei*:tions, f : UC + U(X 13, ), 
$:C-+XA, such that UJ/ = Ugof. Wehave U(p,+>=U@i~)f= U~,~(Up:o~) 
so that there are pi : C --, A, with Uq, = f,. One sees easily that for the 9 such that 
p,cp = vi we have Uq = f, 
(6) Let p = Equ (cu,j3). If Up of = U9, we have U(crtt) = U(ap )of = 
U(&Ip$of = U&k) so that cr$ = PG. Hence, there is a cp with ycp = 9. 
(7) Let Up’rf= UJI’,$‘:C--+B’. Wehave UpoUaof= U(P$‘)sothat there 
is a cp : C -+ /“i with U(p = Ucr of. Consequently, U(II,Q) = Up 0 Up’of = U@$‘). 
hence h.cp = @tJ ’ and hence there is a cp ‘such that p ‘q ’ = $I’. Obviously, UQ ’ = f. 
1.3. Let (bf, U) be a concrete category. For a set X define a preordered class 
SkUX=((A:UA =X}, <) 
putting A < B iff there is an ar : A -+ B with Ua = lx (in this case we sometimes 
w,rite Q: : A x B.) 
A meet ( =S infimum) of Ai (i E 1) in .CI UX, if it exists, wilt be denoted by A,, i A,. 
If A is an object of $1, we write .cit UA for $1 U(UA). 
1.4. A concrete category @, U) is said to be regular if it has the following 
pN?perties: 
(Rl) U preserves limits. 
(R2) If Y is a set and 1 : X -+ CIA an invertible mapping, then there is an 
isomorphisrn sg with Vu, = f. 
@KS) Ef UC is an isomorphism and Uu = kx therr cy = IA. 
(R4) Ev&y RUX is a set al;d it is finite for finite X. 
(RS) Every subcategory of 3t closed with respect to products and subobjects is 
refkctke in 9. 
(R6) For every morphism Q : A -+ B there is a decomposition (called suhhject 
~~~tp~~-#ky) q =tprp,*tp2 with rp, a subobject and UQ, onto. 
,(@i,‘i.I) is said to pe krditary if, moreover, 
($3) for every object A and every subset X C UA there is a subobject p : B - ,4 
witk Up :X C:UA. 
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I_!$, g&marlrr, (1) In particular. by (RI), .CI in a regular ($I’, U) preserves 
monomorphisms, i.e. every monomorphism is one-one. 
(2) By (R2) and (H), in a hereditary category for every one-one f : X -+ UA 
there i9 a Subobject ~1 :B -B A with Up = f. By (R3) there is exactly one such p. 
(3) a hereditary category with (finite) products is (finitely) complete. Indeed; let 
@S : A --+ P be morphisms. consider the subobject CL : E -3 A such that 
U’fi :(x:(k)(x)= (f.@)(x),CA. 
One sees immediately that it is an equalizer of cy, & 
we that in everyday-life concrete categories the conditions (Rl-R5) are 
ly sati&ed (in particular the conditions R2 and R3; in [I] they are 
in the definition of concrete category). 
For (RS) it sutkes e.g. that 8 is reflective in a (finitely, resp.) complete and 
c~~~~rnplet~ category which is locally and colocally small (finite, rasp.) - see 
, (W6) ia fairly common. The condition (Hj is more restrictive (excluding, 
c categories of algebras, compact spaces, etc.); in the categories in which it is 
ed, howwr, it is usually satisfied very obviously, and therefore it can serve as 
criterjon for the more general (R6). 
1.6. By (R2), (R3), (R41 and (R6) we obtain immediately 
P tlon. In a regular (9, U), every St UX is a partiully ordered set and every 
rnvenible f : X - Y naturally induces an isomwphism 9UX z RUY; if, for 
q : A I-, B, U(p is one-one, there is exactly one subobject decomposition with 
+::A <A’. 
I .7. Lemma. In a r,ogular (Sf , U), ifX is finite, A, 43 E &UX, A * 8, and if-lkere is 
a &object p : A -+ 8, then A = 8. 
I%&. By IPz+~ition 1.2(4) p is an isomorphism. Consider ar : A 4 8. tp := 
P ‘a : A -+ A is a monomorphkm. Thus, since X is link, there is an IL 5 0 such 
that cc_* = 1. Hence, cp is an isontorphism, consequently so also is Q, arid by (R3) 
(1 I= I,. 
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Pm&. (I) By Proposition 1.6 we have a decomposition p = p, oga wjth pz: A s 
A ‘. By the formula for p, A ’ 4 Ai for each i. Thus. A = A ’ and pz is the identity. 
(11) Let p : A -+ XA, be a subobject carried by the diagonal. Let fl, : R -z A, for 
all i E J. Consider the 0 : B -a XA, with p, o(l = 0,. WV have Up,Ufi = 1% = 
Up,l.Jg, hence W@ = Ug = ufl * 1~. Thus, since I( is a subobjec.., B < A. 
1.9. PrqMMitioEL Ler 
v :A +X,B, 
be Q SUbOb#Cl h Q Wgldffr (St, tj). Thei there are s&objects v, : A, -+ R, and 
p :A -*XA, such that v = XI v, 0 p and every P, 0~ is onto (p, : X A, --+ A, are the 
prujecrio*s ). 
Proof, Let p: : x B, -+ B, be the projections, pi u = v, y, with y, : A -+ A, subobject 
decomp,*sitions. Consider CL :A -+XA, defined by p,p = y,. We have p:eX v, 0~ = 
v,*p,ofi = v,y, =p:Ov,sothatXv, 0~ = v. By Proposition 1.2(2), p is a subobject. 
2. Subdirectiy ireducible objects 
2.1. An object A of a concrete category (kt, U) is said to be (finitely, resp.) 
subdirectly irreducible (abbreviated: FSI, SI; cf [2, 51) if for every subobject 
~1 :A ---, X,A, (J finite, rcsp.) 
such that ai1 p .z are onto, at least one p,~ is an isomarphism. 
2.2, For an abject A of (St, U) denote by 
A +I, U) (shortH:y, A -LQ) 
the fuH concrete subcategary of (@, U) generated by all the objects B such that 
there is RO subobject A -+ B, and by the terminal object of 51. 
2.3. timmo. In a regular (51, V) with @in&) products, a finite A i.; SI (FSL 
resp.) iff A -rR is closed wi& respect to @nite, resp.) products. 
Pnref. LetA beSI,Iet,&4(iEJ)beinA --51.SupposethatXBiisnotinA 1st. 
Thus, there is a subobject u : A -+ XB,, Consider the subobject @ : A -+X.4 from 
Proposicition I .9. Since A is SI, there is an i, such that pll,ru is an iujmorphism. But 
then v~P~J;~ : A -_* &is a s&abject, which is a cantradiction. On the other hand. let 
A--i@PbCG with respect to pmducts. Let p : A -+ X A, be a subobject such 
&at a~ tt4e p,~ are onto. Since X A, is not in A cl R there is an in such rhat 4, is not 
in A, 13~ anrf hence there is a subobject v : A --, A,. Since pb& is mm, we see that 
card UA a card I./Ah and since it is finire, v has to be onto and hence an 
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isomorphism by Propasition 1.2(4). Put cp = u-‘op4,*+ It is one-one:, and for a 
sufficiently large n we have to have cp n = 1. Thus. q is an isomorphism and hence 
p,,,~ -c cgu is an isomorphism. 
2,4. i,emr~. Ler (,Q, U) be reguiur. Let A be finite and suppose there is Q subo&ject 
p :A -+X,Ai. 
Then there is a finite K 6.f and a subobject 
v : A -*&A,. 
Ptmf. Because of the finiteness of A and of (R4) there is a finits K CJ such that 
far every i E J there is a k = k(i)E K such that pv = pig. Define 
v:A -*&A, 
2.S. By Proposition 1.2(i), (R5), Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 we obtain 
immediately 
Cmdlary. f..er A be u finite object in a regular (St, U) with (finite ) products. Then 
rhe following smements are equivalent : 
(i) A is subdirectfy irreducible. 
fiil A is finirefy subdirectly irreducible. 
(iii ) A 1 Sl is a reflective subcategory of St. 
2.6. ProposOtfm. Let A be a jinif~ object in a regular (R, U) with finite products. 
Then there are finite subdirectly irreducible A,, . . ., A,, and a subobject 
j.~A+jiA, 
a*1 
Prwf. Suppose the contrary. Let us, for a moment, call an object representable if 
there is the subobject p from the statement. By (R4) we can find a non- 
reprcsentabie A such that 
(a) if card B < card A, B is representable, 
(b) if B <A, B is representable. 
Si~~c A is not representable, it is, in particular nst SI. Consequently there is a 
~~b~~j~ct 
with atI the p, I/ ontn and time of them an isam~rrphism. Thus, by (a) and (hJ. WC 
have subobjects 
with Ai, SI and p+i onto. Now, consider 
p =(X&V :A 4XXA,,. 
I 1 I 
By Lemma 1.2(5) and (I), ti is a subobject and we have p,,p& = p,,p,p,v onto. so 
that A is representable. 
3. A characterization of finite subdirectty irreducibles in a_ regular (51. U) 
3.1. A monomorphic system is a system (p, : A -+ Bi)iC:J’ of morphisms such that if 
w = p@ for all i E J then cy = 0. 
(For example, the system of all projections of a product is monomorphic.) 
3.2. ?ir? element A of kC.IX is said to be meet irreducible if A = h,<!A, only if 
A = Ai for some i. 
3.3. Theorem. A finire abject A of u regular (Q, U j wirh finite prodttcts is 
subdirec tiy IrreducibIe ifi 
either A is muximaf in .Ct UA md for nny mortomorphic system (p, : A - B, hf-, nr 
least one p, is Q monomorphism, 
or A is not maximal in M UA, it is meet ive&dde, and for every cp : A - R wifh 
cilrdB<cardAlhereisnnI:A~Cunda~:C-Bsuchthat~oL=~. 
Frool~ (1) Let A be maximal. Let (cl, : A -+ ES,), be a monomorphic system with 
no &I monomorphic, By (R6), we can assume each gz to he onto. Consider 
F : A -+ XBi defined by p,p = pI. It is a monomorphism. By Proposition 1 .h we 
have a subobject decomposition g = p ‘0~ ” with p I’ : A < A ‘; hence p, ” = I., and 
p = cr, ’ is a subobject while obviously all the B, are in A -I St. Thus, by Lemma 2.3. 
kh is not SI. On the other hand, if A is not ST, we have a subobject p : A -X H, 
with p,p onto but non-isomorphic. If pb,p is monomorphic we can by (R2) assume 
ttGlt UB,, = UA and Uph,p = I, and hence A 2 B,, which is a contradiction. 
,(lt) Let A be non-maximai and suppost: it is St. Ry Proposition 1.8 and Ltxnma 
1.7 it is necessarily meet irrsducibie. Now by CoroIlary 2.5. A -I St is reflective in 
$2. Denot.e by pr, : D c+ rD the reflection morphisms. Consider a + : A - I? with 
card 5 < card A. Then B E (A -I 51). Futther, there is an A ’ and u : A $ A ‘. By 
Lemma F.7, A’ also bebng(.; to (A -ISI). Thus. rZ3 = B. rA ’ = A ‘, and we have 
rcr:rA_aA’,rt~:rA411withrcu0p~ =cy,r(popA = cp, Since g,, is not a subobject, 
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we have (see Proposition 1.6) an I : A 4 C and /3 such that fi 0 L = p. Put 4 = rg 2 p. 
On the other hand, let the condition of the theorem hold. Suppose there is a 
wbobject ~1 : A -,XA, such that each pip is onto and non-isomorphic. 
We have I, : A -$ C, and y1 : C, + A, such that pihi f= p,~ (for pip one-one use 
PrqwsirGon I .6 and Lemma 1.7, otherwise use the condition). Consider 1. : A --* X Ci 
such thai P:L = k (pi : XC, -+ C, are the projections). We have pip = riple = 
p,“Xyi 9~ so that p = (Xyi)o~ and hence t is a subobject by Proposition 1.2(2). 
Thus, A = A Ci by Proposition 1.8, which is a contra.diction, 
3.4. Remark. 13j the condition on monomorphic systems one sees immediately 
that: 
ff there is a cogenerator C in (a, U ), then no maximal A with card A > card C is 
subdirectly irreducible. On the other hand, any maximal A with card A G 2 is 
always subdirectly irreducible. 
a. sI4me oppIications 
4.1. Let F be a covariant or a contravariant functot of Set into itself. The category 
S(F) (cf. e.g. 13)) is defined as follows: The objects are couples (X9 r) with r CF(X), 
the morphisms (X, I)+ (Y, s) are triples ((X, r), f, (I’, s)) wit! f : X -+ Y such that 
FUf)(rKs QFffM)C r in the contravariant case). The composition is the obvious 
one. S(f=‘) is viewed as a concrete category endowed with the forgetfull functcr 
ending ((X, r),f, (Y, s)) to f. 
If F has the property that F(X) is finite for finite x, S(F) is hereditary in the 
sense of 1.4. From now on, this will be assumed without further mentioning. 
4.2. PropoMon. If F is covariant, the finite S1 (see 2.1) objects of S(F) are the 
(X, F(X )) wirh card X s 2 and #he (X, F(X), (w }), where u is such fhaf for every 
f : X + Y with card Y < card X there is a u $ u with F@(w ) = Fu’)(v ). 
If F is contravariant, he finite SI objects of S(F) are the (X, fl) with card X G 2 
crnd the (X,(u)) with u E F(X), U{F(f)(F(Y))f:X+X,card Y <cardX}. 
P-f. Since (2, F(2)) ((2, f9), resp.) is a cogenerator in S(F), we have by ,Remark 
3.4 the maximal SI (X, F(X)) ((X, 0), resp.) with card X 6 2. The non-maximal meet 
irreducible are 
The crJnL+,iition n Theorem 3.3 gbves (for every f : X --+ Y,card Y < card X) in &r; 
c_rvariaut case 
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In the contravariant case we obtain 
wmKb4 * ww = 0, 
hence Fcf)“({u 1) = v), i.e. u G? F(f)(F(Y 1). 
4.3. Relcrtiional systems, oriented graphs. The category Rel(A ) of sets with 
relational systems of type & = (A, Xol. ...n (we have to assume each A, f-mite to be 
able to ‘apply the theorems) can be evidently represented as S(F) with 
By Proposition 4.2 we see that the finite SI objects in Rel(J ) are the (X, F(X)) with 
card X G Z as& +k <~,C$~,C.&k,<~$ =5!~ C&S 
card(X ‘r rx(A,))s i. 
(Indeed, if there are distinct *G,x, E X -.. a(A,), consider an f such that f(x,,) = 
i(xJ, f(x)#f(y) for xf y otherwise: Then focu = fop implies at = j3. On i&c 
other hand, if card (X\a(Ai))c I., then for every f onto a smaller Y there is ;In 
0 E Ai such t&at !(a(~)) = f(x), x f (Y(U). Put P(U) = X, p(b) = a(6) otherwise.) 
Thus, irn pa-titctirar ‘m lhrrs ~z&qzur~ Tfi U+IZHG& pr@rfs $=P,z’.$~,\, *tit& 7, = 5, 
AI = 2) we obtain the list of SI objects as shown in Fig. 2. 
I 
CJ 
0 
I 
0 
f 
I 
i 
0 
=3 =4 
c/ 
I 
I A c3 
=5 
Fig. 2. 
PL{X) = (A3 : M C X, card M < m }, 
PL*,(X) = P:(x)--.@), 
P’(X) = (N : M c X), 
K(I)@f) = Fq.f)(M) = wf)(W = fW. 
We see that .S(P:) is &he category of symmetric graphs, S(P’ 1 is the category of 
hypergraphs. 
By PropAtion 4.2, the finite SI objects in S(F) (F: a P”, Ph. PT,,) are the 
(X. F+(X)) with card X Q 2 and the (X, F(X ) .<. (M)) with card (X - M) d 1. 
(Indeed. in rhc latter case if f is a mapping onto a smaller Y, there is an tn E M 
;rnd an x id ln such that f(m ) = f(x ). and we have f(M) j- f((M U {Lx )) . {m )). On 
rhc ofhcr hcnd, if there are distinct xIlr x I E X . M, consider an f with f(x,,) = f(xt), 
~(wbq(y) f:,r XP y otherwise. If f(M) 3= f(N) then M = iV.) 
In particuk. the subdirectly irreducible symmetk graphs are the ones shawn in 
Fig. 3. 
4.5, (‘onskier the contravariant P,, defined by PA (X) = A ‘, PA (f)(a) = a af By 
Pr<tpdion 4.2 we see immediately that the tinire SI objects in S(PA) are the (X,9)) 
~9th card X tiz 2 and the (X, {a}) with a : X -+A one-arle. In particular, for the 
contravariant power set functor (naturally equivalent with Pa) the Sl &)ec?Cts are the 
cbnc- or two-point sets with no distinguished subsets, or with a one-point distin- 
l!uishcci cuhscf , 
4.6. In the following examples we will consider a few special categories of graphs 
which arc nor of the form S(F). 
C;rc~phc wirh loops ( reflexive hinay relatiorzs). Using Remark 3.4 and Theorem 
-5.3 one &tains .nrmediarely (the c$rdiMties P 4 are excluded for reasons quite 
.~;:Ic~p-.~us to thtwt in 4.3) that the iinitt SE objects ate exactly G,, 02, G* and GT 
from !. 3. For thz. symmetric graphs with loops we get the list consisting of G ;, G:, 
(i 1 iIn d 4;: from 4.4. 
4.7. C;rcrphs withour looqw Properly speaking, the category in question consists of 
the graphs wirhout lcops plus the one-point graah S with loop. fn the atiented cme 
fhc SJ objects are the (X,(X x X), A) (the maximal ones; A is the diagonai) and 
[he* (.Y. (X x X) (A U {(x, y )})). Since obviously every morphism, except into S, 
~~~~rfing i  any of these objects is a rnp-omatphism, atI af them are ~$1 by Theorem 
3.3, In the symmetric case we have for the same teasun thr: SI objects 
lY.fS rc X) A). Th e non-maximal meet-itreducibles (X,(X x X),-CA U lb, Y 1, 
!v, x ]);l, howcvcr, are not Si since we have here a morphism identifying: exactly X 
urft~ v, ;and I his is no:: a morphism with respect to a larger relation* 
RdSIUWk. The last fact contrnsls with the result frc,)m [tit where also the gr;rphs 
complete up to one edge are SI. ‘The disqrccm~nt is due to a different deiinition of 
subdirect irreducibility: ours is taken with respect 10 subohjccts arid morphr~rns 
,,onto, the one from [icl] with respect to subobjects and strong cpirrit,rphismc. 
4.8. PLttrtially ordered WS: I-I~re we have a particularly simple situ&on: On tht 
b one. hand anty the maximal nhject:; ( = linearly ordered sets) arc meet irrcduciblc. 
on the.other hand we have here ii two-point ~ogcncrator 2 = ({O, 1). ((O,(I). (0. 1). 
(1, 1))). Thus, by Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.4, the only Si ohjccts iirc the one-point 
ser and 2. 
4.9, Pnrikll Urlary uI&qE+ms : i.e., the sets with binary rrlatkio (X, R ) such that 
(((x, y)~ R alid (x, z )E R ) =+ y = z ). One sees easily that with the exception of 
t(x), y)) cvcry meet irreducible (A’, R ) is maximal, IX., R has the property that for 
every x there is (exactly one) y with (x, y )E R. Thus. with the exception of ({x},M). 
it s&ices to proceed according to the first part of Theorem 3.3. First, one sees 
immediately that a SI (X, R) cannot have mare than two components, and if it has 
two components, one of them has tn have just one point and the other has either 
just one point or no paint x with (LX ) E R. Further, we exclude easily the (X, E ) in 
which there are distinct K, y, t with (x, z ). (9, z ) E R. Finally, we WC that a cycle is 
subdirectly irreducible iff its length is a prime. Thus, we have the list of SI objects ;I!, 
shown in Fig. 4. 
. 
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the objects I3 such that there is no subobject A, -+ B (i = I,. . *, n) and by the 
terminal object of St. 
S.2. Proposition. i,* (Si, U) Is regular (resp. hereditary ) with finite products and if 
(A ,, , . ., &)-~(!il, U) is closed under products, then it is again regular (resp. 
heredirary ). 
Proof. (R2), (R3), (R4), (R6) and (H) from 1.4 carry over automatically (without 
the a:.sumption on products). Now, if (W, V) = (A Ir.. ., A,) --J ($1, U) is closed 
under products, it is, by (RS), reflective in 9 hence it also has the properties (RI) 
and (RS). 
5.3. Theorem. Let (.(I, U) be regular with finite products. Then for finite A I* . , ., A, 
the foilowrng sfafemenfs are equivalent : 
(1) (A,...., A. ) 1 (.(t , U ) is closed under products. 
(2) (At,..., AR) -I (Si, U ) is closed under finite products. 
(3) In a suitable order, A. is SI in (S?, U), for k = 1,. . . , n - 1, A,, is SJ in 
A L.1 ~(A,,?Y- .-(A” -I(S~,U))-~-) and we heue 
(A,, ‘*‘I’ . . ..A.)-r,dt.U)=A,~(At~~~.(A,~(~t,U)).**). 
Prod. Obviously, (1) .=+ (2) and (jr =+ (1). 
(2) (3): Let A, be such that card A, G card A, for all i. Suppase none of the 
A, is SJ. Hy Proposition 2.6 we have a subobject 
p:A,,-d f?, 
I *I 
with all the B, SI and p,lr_ onto. 
‘Thus. for any i = I,, . ., n, j = 1;. . ., k. card 8, s card Ai. Consequently, a subnb- 
jcc? v : A., -+ B, would have to be an ic&morphism by Proposition 1.2(4), and since it 
is no!. all the E, are in (A,, . . ., A, ) -I 51. This is a contradiction, since this crntegory 
is assumed to be finitely productive and we have the subobject + 
Thus, we have proved that. after a suitable re-ordering, A,, is ST. Obviously, 
(A it. . .,A,)+I = (A], . . ..A.. ,)-I(A, -4) 
an.J WC can proceed by indrxtion. 
6.1. In this paragraph we will present a list of all couples of finite graphs A., AZ 
such that ihe category (A !, A J -1 Graph is productive (Graph is the ctie~o~y of ali 
~~~~~~~~d r~p~~; and their homomorphisms). By Theorem 5.3, after a ~uitd& 
6.3. Convention. For a graph A = (X. R ) WC put 
I(A)+ C.EX:(x,x)ER), n(A)=,X\I(A). 
We shall occasionally speak about I(A) and n(A) as graph::; what is meant arc the 
full subgraphs of A on these sets. 
An(x,y)ER withx = y is called an II-edge (in -edge. nl -edge, nn -edcc, resp.) if 
x, y E l(A) (x E I(A ) and y E n(A ). x E n(A) and y E /(A ), x, y E n( 4). rcsp.). 
A couple {(x, y ). (y, x)} E R will be referred to as a double edge. 
6.4. Propositlon. 7j’herc~ tre rmfinire SI objecfs in !42, namefy !he ones of Fig, 5. 
I 
(3 
I 
5 
Fig. 5. 
. 
ProOfa Since G, is in 91Jl by Remark 3.4 the: only maximal SI objects are G, and 
G,+. NOW, if A is meet irreducible, we have at most either one double II-edge or one 
nonell-&gem&&g. F~rrher, carci n(A ) r& t (if there were two paints ic rz (R ), at 
I&M one of them occurs in no rniMq nl- or In-edge and we can add there ;I Loop 
without leaving %). Finally, if card n(A j = 1, no double U-edge is misGng 
(oiBxwis,e this edge could he added as welt as the loop). 
card lu (A > = 0: here we obtain G, or G, or a graph A with just one double edge 
missing, By the same: argument as in 4.3 we see that 2 S card I (A ) G 3. 
card n~i(cl) = f: The li(A )-part of A has to be complete and thcrc mcy be one III - 
or nl-edge missing. If it is not, by Thecjrem 3.3 obviously card /(A ) s I. If it I<. 
again by T&x~cem 3.3, cmiI(A a 6 2. We S&Y bonily that ah the fX’JJZJJJJ~JJ&? 
ccnrtdidate9 -e really St. 
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6.5. Pmpition. A finite A :L [X. R) is SI in 33 ifl 
&her r,iA ) = 44 and A is iyI, EL;?, GJ of G+, 
or n(A ) # $4, I(A ) is amph?rc, n {,A ) is compk& n?Ike,f?exiVe, for PUCry (X, y ) E 
I(A ) x n(A ) just one of (x, y) and (y, X) is in R, ~2nd for afly NO X, y 62 /(A ) dh 
y here is a t E n(A ) such Just {(x, z ), (z, y )) CR or {(y, z 1, (2, x )t CR, 
pd. Since every A with n(A) = 8 is in %,1 the first alternative is obvious. 
Now, Iet n (A ) = 8. Obviously, for (x, y ) E I (A ) x n {A ) at most one of (x, y ) and 
(y, x ) is in R, If there were none, A is meet reducible (add once (x, y ) and once 
(y.r )I. If an If-edge or an nn-edge is missing, A is again meet reducible (we can 
add once all the mi+ng loops, once the missing edge), Thus, the meet irreducible A 
with n(A)#Bare & actly those A satisfying the conditions above with the possible 
exception of ;he IA one. 
Now. let t$e last -condition be satisfied. Let f : A -+ 23 be a homomorphism onto a 
~naller R E %. Thus, we have x, y E A, x # y, such that f(x) = f(y). Whereever 
thcrsc x. y are, they yield a t E n(A) such that f(z )E l(B), But therl necessarily 
f(u ) E I(B ) for every u E n(A ) (since we have the double edge between IA and x ) 
and hence f is a homomorphism also with respect o R U((x,x): x E R). On the 
other hand, let there be x, y E I(A ), x # y, such that the edges between x and t, and 
y and z for z E n(A ), are always in the same directlon. Then we have obviously a 
homomorphism f : A -+ B identifjring exactly x and y which fails to be a 
hc)momarplrkm with respect to any A’ 3 A. Thus, the statement follows by 
‘I’hcorem 3.3. 
6.6. Conventions. A (reflexive) tournament is a graph (X, R) such that for every 
0. Y 1 E X x X, card ({(x, y ), (y, x )} n R ) = 1. An equivalence relation E on X is 
~tld It) be a cotlgruence on (X, R ) if xEx ‘, yEy ’ and (x, y ) E R implies (x ‘, y ‘) E R 
0.c.. if the corresponding factorgraph is again a tournament). As usual, we will use 
the symbol A to indicate the trivial (diagonal) congruence. 
. Q 
i 
Fig. 6. 
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or there is exuctiy ant? (xn,yn)Ef(A)wt(A) SUCh that 
card (((x0, y,J, (y,,, x,)) ~.. R ) = 1 t alherwisP (x, y) E R for eoery (x. y)E 
(I(A ) X n(A )) W (n(A ) x n(A ) ‘., A ), and for every congruence ET on I( A ), 
card Exn a 2. 
BFW& First, let us list the meet irreducible graphs A = (X, R ). 
For t(A) = 0 we have cardn(A) G 1 (the other such graphs are intersections of 
graphs obtained adding single Icrops). 
For card f(A) = I all (x, y ) with x # y belong to R with the possible excestiqn of 
one cc~1I;Bse in n$A> jb3Gqgj r>N i3 mqde Ernm j>)A)X n)A)>i.J)n)P,jX >$-?b~) 
yields a meet reducibfe graph since we can then add a loop at the critical point from 
n (A 1). 
For card I(A) 3 2 we see that [(A ) is a tournament and with one possible 
exception all (x, y ) with x # y and card ({x, y ) I”I C(A )) f I are in R. 
Let card /(A ) = 1. fn the case of a maximal A {i.e.. no edge missing) we have 
always the monomorphic system 
Qx : A 4 ((0, f}, ((k o), (o,l), (1 t o)ih x E n(A 1. 
defined by Q~(x) = 1, Q,(Y) = Q otherwise. Thus (by Theotern 3.3). in such a SI 
object, necessarily card n(A )G 1 (and this condition obviously suffices). In the 
non-maximal case one checks easily that for card n(A ) = 2 one has a SI object. 
while this is not the case for card n(A ) > 2 (the endomotphism sending the 
non-critical paints of n(A ) to I(A) cannot be extended to an A ’ $ A ). 
Now. Iet cardI(A)z+&. Let us consider, first, the maximal case. Let 
Qi : A 4 f?,. i E J, 
be a monomorphic system. We see immediately that if cpi(x) = Q,(y) for x E /(A ) 
and y CZ n(A ) or for distinct X, y E n(A j, One has necessarily ip1 (l(A )) - Q, (x ). 
Defincecanprumc~~ E, 0x1 I$A)by xX$9 i% vt,)x) = pjy).W chave Ca El = i9, I$ ‘Ihe 
condition holds, one of the E, is A, and hence the corresponding vi is one-one on 
the whole A, Qn the other hand, if the condition does not hold, we construct in an 
obvious way a monomorphic system consisting of non-monomorphisms. 
Next, suppose that an edge (x, y ) with x, y E n(A ) is missing. Then one has a 
homomorphism shrinking I(A) to a single point and leaving the rest untouched. 
Since such a homomorphism cannot be extended to an A ’ $ A, no SI object of this 
kind can exist. 
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Remark. On any set with at least three points there are tournaments uch that far 
every system of congruences Ei with n Ei = A one of the Ei is A. Moreover, on 
sets with at least five points there are very many tournaments with no non-trivial 
congruences at all (see [S]). 
6.8. Lemma. Let a reflexive (X, R ) 6e in %. For (x, y ) $2 R define $ (x, y ) as the 
smallest subset of (X x X) , R containing (Y, y ) aed such t&r (X, R U du (x, y )) is in 
g5. A finite, rejkiue, non-symmetric (X, R ) is SI in +& ifl far any two 
(A~ yc), (xl, yr)E iX x X),R, %((n,, YO) n U (xl, yl) = 8, and for euery morphism 
q:(X,R)-,(l’,S)with cardY<cardXtkereisan (x,y)E(X~X),Rsuch that 
(U’(WP(YW S* 
Prcrsf. Obviously, the first condition is simply a reformulation of meet irreducibil- 
iry. Since a nan-symmetric (X, R) is not maximal, it suffices to show that the second 
coudition is the second condition from the second part of Theorem 3.3. Obviously, 
uf there is an A’) (X, R) with respect to which rp is still a homomorphism, the 
required (x, y) o g viously exists. On the other hand, if there is an (x, y ) E 
(q >I g )--r(S).t R, we have (X, (cp x q)-‘(S)) 2 (X, R ) ((X, (q x q )-l(S)) is indeed in 
5: Suppose we have x, y, z such that (q(u ), ‘p(u)) E S for u, u E (x, y, z} with the 
exception of (u, v) = (x, y ). But then rp (x ), cp (y ), cp (z ) have to be distinct and (Y, S) 
ilr not in %.) 
6.9. Remark. % (x, y ) contains with every (u, u) also every (u,, uJ E (X x Y) -. R 
such that (or, UIE R, ({wn~U,,t4)=w and (r,s)E R for 
1.5 E ((w, u) W (u,, v,)) . (w). For example, we see that every A = 
(k3 . . ., n} # (0, l}, R) with R = {((i,j), (i’, j)): i, i’,i arbitrary} U {((i,O), (i, 1)): i 
arbii&) U (((i, l), (i’. 0)): i = i’} is SI, as well as every graph obtained from this by 
omitting one point. Thus, there exist reflexive non-symmetric $31 objects in 9& with 
any cardinality 3 2. 
6.10. Propusition. A finite A = (X, R ) is SI in $ if it is or* of the graphs of Fig. 7 
Fig. 7. 
or IdA ) is non -symmetric SI (concerning these graphs see Lemma k8 and Remark 
hi.%?), n(A ) is arbitrarily large and et!ery (x, y ) with (x, y )E I(A) is in R. 
Since G, is in &, by Remark 3,4 the only maximal Si objects are G1 
1. 
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Let us lis; first the me(!t irreducible objects. If l(A) = 0, then necessari!y 
card n (A ) C 1, since any single loop may be added. 
If I(A ) is complete, again card n (A ) s I (obviously, at most one proper edge 
may be missing; thus, if card n (A ) 2 2, we can add a loop at at least one place, on 
the other hand we can add the missing edge or a loop at another place). If 
cardi = 1, leaving out a proper edge yields a meet reducible graph, otherwise 
we can leave aut one edge or none at aPI. 
If l(A) is non-complete CFmrnetric, then n(A) = 0 (other&c we can turn I(A ) 
into a complete graph, 3s well as add all the missing edges and loops outside [(A )), 
we have just one dcyble edge missing, and card [(A ) b 3. 
If l(A) is non-symmetric, there is no edge missing outside I(A) (otherwise, we 
can, on the one hand, fill in the missing edges, on the other hand complete I(A)), 
I(A) is meet irreducible and n(A) is arbitrarily large. 
Now, let us consider the second condition from Theorem 3.3. if I(A :I is complete 
and no proper edge is missing, we have card I(A) C 1 (otherwise consider the 
homomorphism y1 : A --+ ((0, I), {{O,O), (0, l), (LO))) sending I(A) to 0, n(A) to 1); 
if a proper edge is left out, card I(A) G 2 (otherwise consider the 9 sending A into 
c-(ne of the above-listed three-point graphs obtained b,v shilnking aI1 the non-critical 
points of f(A)). If 1(A) is non-complete symmetric we have card I (A ) G 3 
(otherwise consider the Q shrinking all the non-critical points). 
Finally, let I(A) be non-symmetric. Let 1(A) be SI and let a 9 : A 4 f3 with 
card B <card A be given. If Q ([(A )) i7 q(n(A)) # 8 or if cp is not one-one on 
n(A ), all the non-symmetric edges have to he sent iii symmetric ones (possibly 
loops), so that.q remains a homomorphism,after symmetrizing [(A ). OtherWiSe. Q 
is not one-one on l(A) and we have a C> I(A ) with respect to which Q is stiii 
homomorpnic, and we construct easily the fequited A ’ 3 A. On the other hand. if 
.A is !$I, we see easily that I(A ) is SO. This follows by considering for a given 
cp :I(A)a’B the 3 :A -P B IJ n(A) (with a:1 the proper edges between I3 and 
n( 4 )) coinciding with y on I (,A ) and identical on n (A 1. 
We are indebted to J. Adhmek for valuable comments. 
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